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                        Abstract 
     With relation to the hydromagnetic interaction between charged 
particles and the disturbing geomagnetic field, preliminary consideration on the 
mechanism of the current system responsible for deviations of the geomagnetic 
field from the dipolar one observed at  5-7 earth radii from the center of the earth 
by  SONETT et  al. are given. To account for this deviations, gas pressure of the 
order of  10-8 dyne  ictri2 sec is required. Pressure expected only from thermal 
particles is not sufficient and extension in space of deviations of the field resulting 
from the consideration of thermal pressure is too large to explain the observed 
results. Betatron acceleration of charged particles in the weak disturbed region is 
discussed and the energy spectrum of the particles characterized by the threshold 
velocity of the order of 108  cm  /sec was obtained. It may be likely that the source 
of  the observed deviations of the field is a ring current resulting from protons of 
several tens  Key diffused into and accelerated within the region of  7-  12 radii.
1 Introduction 
   Since the first successful launching of the artificial earth satellite, the survey of 
geomagnetic field in the outer exosphere worked out by the group of the STL was one 
of the most valuable results for space research  [1]. The discovery of the existence of 
the large amplitude fluctuations of the geomagnetic field in the outermost exosphere 
 ([1],[2] and  [3]) provides a diffusive penetration of solar corpuscular particles with the 
relatively low energy into the outer exosphere  ([4], [5] and [6]) and also throws light on 
the mechanism of generation of some types of geomagnetic pulsations [7]. 
   The other remarkable character of the geomagnetic field in the outer exosphere 
reported by STL's group is a gross modification of the field from the dipolar form in 
the geocentric ranges of 5-7 earth radii. It seems that consideration on the mechanism 
of this deviations will afford us some clues for the interaction between the solar cor-
puscules and the geomagnetic field.
2 Gross Character of Geomagnetic Field in the Exosphere 
   After SONETT et  al. who have carried out distant surveys of the magnetic field 
by the magnetometer aboard the Pioneer I, V and the Explorer IV, the characteristics 
of the geomagnetic field in the exosphere may be given as follows  ([1],[2],[3],[8] and 
 [9]). Up to about 5 earth radii from the center of the earth, the measured field agrees 
well with that computed from the dipolar distribution. Beyond 5 earth raddii,
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however, systematic deviations from the theoretical dipole field begin to appear. There 
is a minimum in field intensity between 5 and 7 earth radii, varying from day to day. 
These deviations of field suggest a responsible current system located at altitudes 
beyond the level of the minimum intensity of the field. They can be accounted for 
quantitatively by assuming a uniform ring current with the total intensity of about 
 5.10G amp and with a radius of 3 earth radii located at altitudes of approximately 10 
earth radii. Between 12 and 14 earth radii, there are intense, short periods disturbances 
with a maximum cut off  frequency  L 1.0 cps and their magnitude of intensity is 
about  1.0-•1.5 times the stationary field in this region. The diminution in the amplitude 
of  these disturbances at altitudes of about 7 earth radii indicates that they do not 
propagate to the inner region with the appreciable intensity. Beyond about of 14 
earth radii, the field becomes quiescent and settles down to the value of about 2.5  7. 
   From the summary above-mentioned, we can devide the space surroundingthe 
earth into the following regions (See Fig. 1.) 
i)  rlr07  ; the magnetic cavity with the dipole field, 
ii)  7r/r912  ; the weak disturbed region wherein the zonal current flows. 
iii)  12  14 ; the intense disturbed region. 
iv)  7/7,,14  ; the steady interplanetary space with the field of about 2.5 y.
 Magnetic, Cavity--7,;  ; , , /2—r— /4--r 
  1/  1  j\                                                       vro —.4.
                   Fig. 1 Schematic representation of geomagnetic 
                          field in the exosphere. 
3 Possible Causes for the Electric Currents Producing the Deviations of 
  Magnetic Field 
   The circumstances, that the maximum of deviations of the field occurs at altitudes 
about 7 earth radii and no diviation exist within the region of  r/ro5, suggest hat the 
current system producing these deviations lies beyond 7 earth radii. This suggestion 
is reasonable from the consideration that the interaction between the plasma and the 
field is strongest when gas pressure is comparable with magnetic pressure. 
   Referring to the coordinate system in which one of the three orthogonal axes is
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 parallel to the local direction of magnetic induction B at the point of interest, the 
 second directed towards the local center of curvature of the line of force through the 
 origin and the third axis perpendicular to both the first and the second, and assuming 
 that the LARMOR radii for both ions and electrons are small compared with the typical 
 length over which variations of field intensity are appreciable, the following expression 
 for the component of conduction current perpendicular to B in the fully ionized gas 
 without collisions was derived by the consideration of single particle picture [10] or by 
 the gas kinetic theory  [11]  .
 =  B-2  f13  XV  pn+B-2  (ps—fin)  B X  [(B.  p)B]} (3.1) 
where  fisand  .N are gas kinetic pressure parallel and perpendicular to  B, respectively. 
Using MAXWELL equation, eq. (3.1) becomes 
 [1  —  (4  7r/B2)(p5—p,)]J =  B-2B  X  [pP.  +  (1/2  B2)(p1—p,)x4B2] (3.2) 
 in e.m.u.. 
    If we adopt the  SONETT et  al.'s model that the westwards ring current with the 
total intensity of about 5.106 amp flows within the region between 7 and 13 earth radii 
[9], the intensity of this current is about of  4.10-14 e.m.u.. On the righthand side of eq. 
(3.2), the first term represents the diamagnetic effect of the gas confined and the second 
the effect of pressure anisotropy of gas in the field of inhomogeneity. 
    To account for the  above-mentioned current intensity, the former requires the 
pressure of the order of  p.„2,-1.0x  10-8 dyne/cm2 sec which decreases with altitude to 
coincide with the westwards direction of the current, when the field is about of  60  y  in 
the region considered, and this pressure demands the high temperature of  7x  105 °K 
for n-_-_-'102 particles/cm3 in the outer exosphere ([12] and [13]). It seems that if there are 
no contributions from energetic particles, this value of thermal pressure is too high for 
the outer exosphere ven if we consider CHAPMAN'S result ([14] and [15]). Taking 
the contribution from the pressure anisotropy, the required anisotropy  ps---pn is of the 
order of  2  x  10-8 for the decreasing field and of the order of  4x  10-8 dyne/cm2 sec for the 
increased field with altitude, respectively. 
   Considering of the facts that the postion of the inner bundary of the current system 
is approximately at altitudes of 7 earth radii and beyond this altitude there are short 
period hydromagnetic disturbances, it is suggested that the generation of the current 
system producing the deviations of the field is connected with the presence of these 
hydromagnetic fluctuations through some process, directly or indirectly. With relation 
to the above-mentioned circumstances, possible contributions to current formation are 
discussed below. 
i) Isotropic pressure of the background thermal particles; 
   If the absorption of short period hydromagnetic disturbance generated in the 
outermost part of the exosphere occurred and the background plasma is heated locally 
within the region considered, the diamagnetic effect of gas will decrease the intensity 
of the field within the region confined. A possible mechanism of local heating of plasmas
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with negligible collisions is the cyclotron resonance heating by the external hydro-
magetic waves ([16] and  [17]). The effective applicability of this mechanism requires 
the condition that the frequencies of waves absorbed is approximately equal or less to 
the cycrotron frequency for thermal ions in the region of interest. If the external 
waves are excited in the outermost part of the exosphere, a favourable situation for 
heating in the outer exosphere is that there is a minimum of field intensity steadily 
within the absorbing region since the maximum frequency for hydromagnetic waves 
is of the order of the cyclotron frequency for ions in the exciting region. Acording to 
 STIX'S formula of criterion for the absorption in the case of a transverse propagation of 
hydromagnetic waves [18], the responsible frequencies of waves for absorption are  1.7  < 
 co<1.9 cps, if we adopt the following values of quantities that  Ho_-_-2  x  10-4 gauss, the 
minimum ntensity of field, 12--_107 cm, the longitudinal wave length of incident waves 
and  TL-_-105 °K and  n2-10 particles  /cm3 are the temperature and density of plasma, 
respectively. Since the observed maximum cut off frequency is about of 1 cps under 
the normal condition in the outermost exosphere, it seems that the cycrotron resonance 
heating is not effectively operated in the outer exosphere, except for the case of the 
main phase of magnetic storms. It seems also that few components of the transverse 
waves generated in the outermost exosphere will be propagated into the lower regions 
parallel to lines of force, while the other part will be reflected at the critical level in the 
exosphere and expended in the formation of standing socillations in the region beyond 
this level. 
ii) Pressure contribution from energetic particles  :
   Since the intense hydromagnetic disturbances in the outermost part of the ex-
osphere provide a diffusive penetration of solar corpuscules into the inner region, it is 
reasonable to consider the contribution from these penetrated energetic particles. Due 
to its small mass, electron contribution to gas kinetic pressure is negligible compared 
with that from ions. Hydromagnetic interaction between the diffused particles and 
the relatively weak disturbances in the region over 7-12 earth radii will accelerate some 
of these penetrated particles and modify the distribution of the pitch angle between the 
field and the velocity of particle. Then the rearranged particles will contribute to the 
formation of current through the pressure anisotropy. On this point, some considera-
tion will be given in section 5.
4 A Simple Case for Pressure Balance 
   We consider here a simple caseof magnetostatic equilibirum in the current flowing 
region, as an example representing the pressure gradient effect. A particlar solution 
of magnetostatic equation 
 j  X  grad (4.1) 
was given in reference [19]. 
   Assuming that the field is axisymmetric and there is no toroidal  field, we have 
the following representation (4.2) in spherical coordinates for the field in the current
present he constants A' ,B, C and D in 
terms of A. In Fig. 2 the variation of 
the field intensity in the  equatorial plane 
with altitudes is shown for the value of 
gas kinetic pressure in the interplanetary  /02 
space of  5x  10-8 dyne/cm2sec, with r1=7 
and  r„  = 14 earth radii, respectively. 
Clearly the behaviour of the resulting 
variation of the field intensity with alti-
tudes is not consistent with the observed 
results. It seems likely that the obser- 
vat ion requires a more locally concen-/O4' 
trated current system with its center in                                                  Fi
g. 2. th
e equatorial plane. So far as we con-
sider magnetostatic equation (4.1), how-
ever, lines of forces in the hot gas surrounded  With t 
completely confined and there will be a reverse in field 
since gas pressure is constant on a line of force.
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region between  r=r, and  Y  —r, which is well-matched to the dipole field in the current-
free region of  r<ri, 
 2  (B  r-3  +  C  +  D  r2)  cos  0 
   1 
               H= (B  r-3-2 C-4 D r2) sin 0 (4.2) 
 0, 
where r is the radial distance from the center, 0 the co-latitude and B, C and D are the 
constants. Gas pressure in the current region is 
 4  n p  =K—(20/3) D r  R(r)[1—P2 (cos  (1)] (4.3) 
where 
                   R (r) = B r-2+C  r  +D  r3, (4.4) 
K is a constant and P2(cos 0) the Legendre function of the first kind of the 2nd degree. 
    In the current-free region, we have 
 —(2 A  r-3-2  A') cos 0 
 1 
                H =—(A r-3+2 A') sin 0 (4.5) 
                     0 
where A' is a constant and A the dipole moment of the earth's field. 
   With the appropriate boundary conditions of the continuity of the field at  r=r,, 
of the total pressure at  7=r2 and with 
the assumption of confining of the field  KO  
within the regions of r  <  r2, we can  re-
                                                        9the constants ' ,  nd  1  Aug.  /959,  Explorer W. 
rms f .  ig.  e riation f  11/  Mar.  1960,  Pioneer  V.
 c\ 
\3,-\I ,,,,,j.,Pressur&- 
                                Balance_ 
  Apole   
 Observatton 
 0held 
!  
 6 5  /0  12 /4 
          VG - 
 Variations of  field intensity  in the 
 geomagnetic equatorial plane.
he relatively cold one will be 
 1. intensity within the hot region,
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 5 Hydromagnetic Interactions of Solar Corpuscular Particles with the 
   Disturbed Geomagnetic Field 
    Considering of the local character of the current system producing the observed e-
 viations concentrated around the geomagnetic equator and of the possibility of trapping 
of energetic particles in the dipole field by the mirror mechanism, it is expected that 
the solar corpuscular particles diffused into and their velocity distribution modulated 
within the weak disturbed region will contribute to the  formation of this current 
system. In the following discussion we assume that the outer exosphere consists of 
a plasma with the concentration of 102  particles/cm3 and its temperature is of the order 
of  l05  'K. 
    The penetrating solar particles into the intense disturbing region will suffer small 
deflections by the collisions with the small scale inhomogeneity of the field and the 
velocity distribution of diffused particles become isotropic as a consequence of 
accumulation of these small  deflections. If the effective collision distance for ap-
preciable deflections is approximately equal to the linear dimension of the intense dis-
turbed region L, 
 L.--  71,2  r 0,4  a (5.1) 
where a is the minimum scale of field inhomogeneity and  ri the LARMOR radius for 
diffusing particles. For the typical values of  L  4  ro,  v-2x 108 cm/sec and  y, 
the minimum sclae of distrubances i about of  107 cm. From the observed maximum 
cut off frequency cps, the effective velocity V of disturbances i  
 V  a  10'  cm/sec. (5.2) 
   On the other hand, if we regard the intense disturbed region as a fully developed 
turbulent one, the effective velocity V of the small scall disturbance is comparable with 
the variation of mean velocity (fluid velocity)  du over the turbulent region. Then the 
similarity law between the variations of pressure and of velocity 
 jp  p  (du)2 (5.3) 
is valid[201, where p is the density of fluid. Using the velocity of sound  V  s_--(z1  p  /  zt  p)  112, 
the variation of density is 
 4P/P  s)2 (5.4) 
Since field intensity H is proportional to  P3/2 for the isotropic turbulence, we have 
                   3 H    V2  (Au)  2  2  HV52 (5.5) 
from eq. (5.3) and (5.4). Taking the observed fluctuations of the order of 41 -/Hf _-_- 
1.0-.-1.5, V becomes of  6x  108--7X  108. cm/sec. 
   The penetrated particles into the weak distrubed region by the diffusion may 
be accelerated by the betatron mechanism in the fluctuating field over the large scale 
dimension. The adiabatic invariant of motion for the non-relativistic particles 
                  w2 sins  0/Hs  = const. (5.6)
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where w is the kinetic energy of particle,  0 the picth angle between the  fielci and the 
velocity of particle and  H, the axial component of field, is valid as long as the variation 
of field in time and in space are compared slowly with the Larmor period and radius for 
particle, respectively  [21]. Then, the increase of energy  dw will lead to the decrease 
of pitch angle of  d0=—w-ldw tan  z51. On the other hand, the particles with small pitch 
angles leave from the accelerating region moving parallel to the lines of force. Com-
bining both effects, the velocity distribution for trapped particles within the accelera-
ing region will have a tendency of anisotropy in which the particles with the small and 
the large pitch angles are deficient and then, we have an anisotropic pressure of  ps>pn, 
for these particles  (ps=2pn, for the particles with the monochromatic distribution of 
angle of  7r/4). 
   The random effect for particle acceleration was developed by  DAVIS [22] and 
PARKER [23], as a problem of the random walk in energy. After their treatment, let 
F(w, t) denote the density of particles with kinetic energies in (w, w+dw) at time  t, the 
equation for F(w, t) is 
     a F 1 2   
aa w  a  t2  a  w2(A F) —(B F)   (C F) +—F+  I  , (5.7)      —aw) + 
where A and B are the rates of mean square and mean kinetic energy increases through 
the betatron process, respectively, and C is the rate of energy loss due to the Coulomb 
interaction between the particle and plasma, T the mean life time and I the rate of 
 injection to the threshold level. 
   Using the expressions for the rate of mean square and mean momentum increases 
which derived by  BJAKOV and AVALOV [24] for the acceleration ofcosmic-ray particles 
in the fluctuating field with the small amplitude, A and B become 
            A/1(1m ,v2)2\ S2   v  V  
            dt2-—  2(1+8) cw2(5.8) 
and 
              d 1m v2)\ 82 vV                               •—•—w,(5.9           B) 
           dt24(1+8)  c 1 
respectively, where 
                 H—  8  = maxHmin  (5.10) 
 Hmin 
and  V  /1 is the mean time for the variation of field, 1 the dimension in space of 
fluctuating region and c the velocity of light. 
   Forces on a test particle due to the COULOMB interaction in plasma with a uniform 
magnetic field was estimated by ROSTOCKER and  ROSENSLUTH ([25] and [26]). After 
their investigations, in addition to the collisional drage there is a loss of energy of the 
particle by plasma-wave mission for the particle with the velocity greater than that 
of the thermal electrons, and the modification of the collisional drag-force due to the 
magnetic field is negligible when the LARMOR radius for the test particle is greater than 
the Debye length for the plasma. The rate of energy loss due to the plasma-wave
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 emission is, however, of the order of one third of the collisional contribution in the 
 outer exosphere  (T-_2_-105 °K, particles/cm3 and  H0  60 y). Therefore, we can 
 take the slowing-down time  t, for the test particle in the plasma with no magnetic 
 field as a measure of representation for the COULOMB interaction. We have then 
 C  =  2  w  1-15  . (5.11) 
 If the test particle is a proton, the expression for  is [27] 
                (51,=                    (1 +m
i/me)(me/2 K T) A DG [(me/2 K T)112 v] '.12) 
 where 
 87re4n1nA      A
D(5.13) 
 mi 
 G  (x) = [0  (x)—x  0'  (x)]/2  x2 (5.14) 
                                                        X 
 (x) = 2 7r-1/2f e-Y2 dy , (5.15) 
 0 and 
                       A =  (3/263)  (K3  T3/7r  n)1/2  , (5.16) 
K is the Boltzmann constant, e the electronic charge in e.s.u., and  mi and me are the 
mass of proton and electron, respectively. 
    Since to operate the betatron acceleration effectively, the rate of mean energy gain, 
B, must be greater than that for loss, C, the minimum threshold velocity for accelera-
tion,  vm, is given by 
                  (v./c), 64n.(1+ e4  1n  In A   (5.17)  S2  me  In,  c.  V 
Taking the probable values of  V-:-_-107 cm/sec and 1-_-109 cm and assuming that the 
amplitude of the small fluctuations in field is of the order of one tenth of the stationary 
field with the intensity of 60 y, we have  v„,1.2x 108 cm/sec and for the particles with 
velocities greater than  vm, we can neglect he term involving C in eq. (5.7). 
   If we consider the diffusion of energetic particles due to the collisions with the 
small scale  inhomogeneities of the field overlapping to the large scale fluctuations in 
space, the mean life time T in eq. (5.7) is approximately expressed by 
 -_-  L2  Iri  v  , (5.18) 
where L is the dimension of the weak disturbed region (LL-_—_.5 earth radii). 
   Assuming the rate of injection at the threshold level 
 I  I°  S  (w—wa)  , (5.19) 
and using the eqs. (5.8), (5.9) and (5.18), the stationary solution of eq. (5.7) with 
F=finite at  w  =oc is 
                 4 (2 mi)'12 c1_To1 Ka (a x112)   F(x) —(5 .20)               Va  W
03/2 x312 K1(a) 
where 
             a2  =  8 (2  m01/2   Cl 1+6          L2D
iV 82 (5.12)
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 x=w/wo,  Sdi is the Larmor frequency for 
proton and  K0 and  K1 are the modified 
Bessel functions of 2'nd kind of order zero 
and one, respectively. In Fig. 3 the relative 
variation of energy density for the accele-
rated particles versus  w  /wo is shown for the 
case of  v.=  1.2  x 108 cm/sec. Since the 
required pressure of the order of  10-8 dyne 
/cm2sec for the current, producing the 
deviations of field, may be accounted for 
several protons with the velocity of the 
order of 108 cm/sec per unit volume, it is 
expected that the trapped and modulated 
solar particles in the weak distrubed region 
may be the source of the current system, 
if the acceleration mechanism is effectively 
operated. Neverthless, it is noted that for 
the sufficiently accelerated particles the ab 
since the LARMOR radii for these particles 
for variation of the field.
Fig.
                      /0
 K//4/,   -
3. Relative variation of energy 
density of particles with w /w0.
ove-mentioned discussion cannot be applied 
 becomes greater than the linear dimension
6 Conclusion 
   Considering the observational results for distant magnetic surveys by the Space 
Probes, the exosphere of the earth is divided into the following three parts, the 
magnetic cavity, the weak disturbed region and the intense disturbed region. It 
seems that the observed eviations of field at the boundary between both of the former 
are not understood by the simple consideration of the diamagnetic effect of the 
thermal plasma, and the trapping of the diffused solar particles with the velocity of 108 
cm/sec in the weak distrubed region is required. Since the contribution from the com-
ponent of gas kinetic pressure perpendicular to the direction of field is partly canceled 
by the diamagnetic effect of the trapping particles, the net contribution from the pres-
sure anisotropy is strengthened in the  formation of current. 
   Finally, the writer wishes to express his sinceregratitude to Prof.  Yosuio KATO 
for his kind encouragement in this study.
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